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Today’s Special!

 
 GEM vs Benchmarking
 Two Lessons about Benchmarking
 Random thoughts in SLAM Benchmarking
 A commercial about RAWSEEDS (if we have time)
 Conclusions and final remarks
 Discussion … this is up to you!



  

What’s a Benchmark

 “Defining a standard benchmark for mobile service 
robots” (The RoSta wiki – 2008) 
 Benchmark:

 A standard by which something is evaluated or measured.
 A surveyor's mark made on some stationary object and shown on a 

map; used as a reference point.
 Benchmarking:

 To measure the performance of an item relative to another similar 
item in an impartial scientific manner. (source: 
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/benchmark)

 A benchmark is a standard itself and second, 
benchmarking is a comparing measurement of 
performance.



  

GEM vs Benchmarking

 “General Guidelines for Robotics Papers using 
Experiments” (John Hallam – March 2008 DRAFT)
 Is it an experimental paper?
 Are the system assumptions/hypotheses clear?
 Are the performance criteria spelled out explicitly?
 What is being measured and how?
 Do the methods and measurements match the criteria?
 Is there enough information to reproduce the work?
 Do the results obtained give a fair and realistic picture of the 

system being studied?
 Are the drawn conclusions precise and valid?



  

GEM vs Benchmarking

 Is a benchmark enough to state we are following GEM?
 A benchmark forces us to use explicit (external) assumption/ 

hypothesis when performing system evaluation
 Explicit performance criteria are part of a benchmark as well as 

the detailed definition of what is being measured and how
 Benchmark aims at reproducing the results of system evaluation

 Good Experimental Methodology is also about
 Are the system assumptions/hypotheses clear? Is there enough 

information to reproduce the work?
 Do the results obtained give a fair and realistic picture of the 

system being studied?
 Do the methods and measurements match the criteria?



  

Experiences to Imitate

 Research in Robotics is facing the themes of Good 
Experimental Methodology and Benchmarking rather late. 
Other fields in Computer Science have paved the way:
 Machine Leaning @ UCI
 Stereo vision @ Middlebury
 Performance Evaluation of Tracking and Surveillance
 PASCAL (object recognition database collection)
 …

 What can/cannot be copied from those? 
 Machine Learning
 Stereo Matching



  

Machine Learning @ UCI



  

Benchmarking Machine Learning

 “PROBEN1 – A Set of Neural Network Benchmark 
Problems and Benchmarking Rules” (Lutz Prechelt,1994)
 A collection of problems for neural network learning in the realm 

of pattern classification and function approximation
 Along with the datasets, Proben1 defines a set of rules for how to 

conduct and how to document neural network benchmarking. 
 The purpose of the problem and rule collection is to give 

researchers easy access to data for the evaluation of their 
algorithms and networks and to make direct comparison of the 
published results feasible.

 Delve datasets and utilities …



  

Stereo @ Middlebury (I)



  

Stereo @ Middlebury (II)



  

Stereo @ Middlebury (III)



  

Benchmarking SLAM

 Benchmarking of a fully fledged robotic application might 
be complex and hard to tackle as a whole …

 (Simultaneous) Localization And Mapping might be one 
of the easiest activity to benchmark in robotics … 
provided:
 We can establish proper metrics for SLAM
 The community agrees on the use of such metrics
 The community appreciate the effort for using it

 A note: a SLAM paper does not have to be experimental! 



  

How do we evaluate SLAM?

 To set up a benchmark for SLAM we need to define a 
way to asses the performance of a SLAM algorithm 
 Quantitative measures of map/path quality, w.r.t. ground truth
 Performance variation as map size grows
 How realistic/pessimistic/optimistic is the estimation error
 Large loop recognition and closure
 …

 It seems clear there is no single measure to evaluate 
SLAM, but we need to collect a set of measures plus we 
need ground truth!



  

The Ground Truth Issue

 Quantitative measurements w.r.t. ground truth are subject 
to the precision of ground truth collecting device:
 What is the reasonable precision we need in ground truth? 
 When facing indoor mapping, executive drawings might be a 

reasonable ground truth, but what about the robot path?
 What is the accuracy required for the task (of course navigation 

is different from turning an handle).
 Do we need RTK-GPS Ground Truth in outdoor SLAM?

 Can’t we get along without ground truth?
 Large loop recognition and closure
 Indirect ground truth computation …



  

A Tricky Trick for Ground Truth

 “Benchmarking Urban 6D SLAM” (Wulf et al. – 
Benchmarking Workshop @ IROS 2007)
 Highly accurate RTK-GPS receivers can

not be used in outdoor urban areas
 Surveyed maps can be obtained from the

national land registry offices
 Monte Carlo Localization can be used 

with such accurate maps to estimate ground
truth positioning from the data and a manual 
supervision step to validate the MCL results.

 Isn’t there a simpler solution?



  

A Simulated Solution

 “Towards Quantitative Comparisons of Robot Algorithms: 
Experiences with SLAM in Simulation and Real World 
Systems” (Balaguer et al. - Benchmarking @ IROS 2007)

 Simulators can be available for free (almost)
 Ground Truth is perfect and easy to collect ;-)
 Experiments are "easy" to replicate 

 Simulation seems to be the solution for benchmarking 
problems “however real life differs from simulation”

 Simulation is useful during the lifecycle of a scientific 
idea, but, at some point, robots need to get real …



  

Robots Get Real! 

 When robots become real, things get more cumbersome 
for development and benchmarking as well
 Algorithms should be compared on the same real situations
 Data should be provided for comparison (also the results!)
 Ground truth should be collected and provided as well

 Publicly available Datasets become the solution
 Freshly grained real data for all ;-)
 Results are easy to replicate provided a Good Experimental 

Methodology is used
 However most of them have no ground truth :-(



  

Segment Based Mapping (I)

 “Good Experimental Methodologies for Robotic Mapping: 
A Proposal” (Amigoni et al. – ICRA 2007)

 The mapping system has to be applied to publicly
available data.

 The values of the parameters should be indicated.
 Some experiments in which the mapping system 

does not perform well should be shown. 



  

Segment Based Mapping (II)

 In order to evaluate and to compare different methods:
 When a ground-truth map is available (this is not always the 

case), it should be used to assess the quality of the produced 
map, by evaluating its distance from the ground-truth map (e.g., 
according to the Hausdorff metric).

 All the data about the produced maps should be clearly indicated 
(e.g., dimensions of mapped environment, resulting number of 
line segments, time required to build the map, …) 

 The behavior of the mapping system for different values of the 
parameters should be shown. 

 The map produced following a closed loop path in the 
environment should be shown, to evaluate the ability of the 
method not to “diverge”.



  

Grid Based Mapping

 “Occupancy Grid Mapping: An Empirical Evaluation” 
(Collins et al. – 2007)
 An image comparison algorithm based on correlation
 A direct comparison method called Map Scoring designed for 

probabilistic maps and a modified one ignoring free-space
 A path analysis technique which tests the usefulness of a map as 

a means of navigation rather than treating it as a picture.



  

What if I’m different?

 Many SLAM algorithm exist and they differ in too many 
ways to be easily compared:

 What if I’m using Occupancy Grid Representation instead of 
Segment Based Representation?

 What if I’m working in a 3D world using 6DoF instead of moving 
in the classical 3DoF flatland?

 What if I don’t have a laser scan or if my research is in SLAM 
with vision? 

 …

 Can’t we figure out a benchmarking procedure/metric that 
could take into account all these situations?



  

Fixing the Representation

 Recall the possible measures to assess the performance 
of a SLAM algorithm could be:
 Quantitative measures of map/path quality, w.r.t. ground truth
 Performance variation as map size grows
 Large loop recognition and closure
 …

 The tricky one is: map quality w.r.t. ground truth
 Identify set of landmarks in the executive drawings (e.g., corners)
 Find those landmarks by hand in you representation and 

compute the error
 If they are enough, you have a lower bound on the “luck” you had 

in finding them ;-)



  

An alternative solution

 Quantitative measure of effectiveness in performing a 
certain (set of) mobile robotics task(s) based on that map! 

 We are not really interested in any accuracy w.r.t. ground truth 
provided we can plan, navigate, and localize in our map

 Moreover any representation is OK for us if it allows these task, 
and who cares about the sensor if we can plan, navigate and 
localize :-)

 Here it comes the trick! The definitive SLAM 
benchmarking solution is benchmarking of Planning, 
Navigation and Localization :-P 



  

SLAM Localization Benchmark

 Suppose we have the data and the ground truth from 
some paths in the environment:
 Use a round or two in the environment to perform SLAM 
 Use the resulting map to localize with new data collected in the 

very same environment possibly on a different path, different light 
condition or even with people around.

 We can measure how much it will take to localize, what's the 
localization error and the robustness to changing conditions. 

 Pros and Cons:
 We’ll need to implement and provide a localization algorithm :-(
 We’ll be able to compare our algorithm with other representation 

or sensing suites ;-) 



  

Any issue with this?

 Some issues could arise from this benchmark:
 How much the localization algorithm influences the SLAM 

benchmarking? 
 Should we force all the people to use the same localization 

algorithm? How much it depends on the representation?
 What’s going on? Are we scoring the SLAM algorithm the 

Localization algorithm or the representation they use?
 What if we have two different SLAM algorithm using different 

sensors, representation and different localization procedure?
 Who cares after all? 

 Being able to face the very last situation would be a success! 
 At some point we need to compare complete systems one 

against the other …



  

RAWSEEDS: Robotics Advancement through Web-
publishing of Sensorial and Elaborated Extensive Data Sets

Politecnico di Milano – Matteo Matteucci 
University of Freiburg – Wolfram Burgard
Università di Milano-Bicocca – Domenico G. Sorrenti
Universidad de Zaragoza – Juan Domingo Tardos



  

What is RAWSEEDS ?

 EU Funded Project in the VI Frame Program from the 1st 
of November 2006 to April 2009

 A Specific Support Action to collect and publish a 
benchmarking toolkit for (S)LAM research

 Involved Institutions:
 Politecnico di Milano (Italy – Coordinator)
 Università di Milano-Bicocca (Italy – Partner)
 University of Freiburg (Germany – Partner)
 Universidad de Zaragoza (Spain – Partner)



  

Benchmarking Beyond Radish

 Nowadays we feel the lack of tools and methods to 
compare and evaluate market strength products. To aim 
at this we foster publishing of:

 Extended multi-sensor data sets for the testing of systems on 
real-world scenarios

 Benchmarks and methodologies for quantitative evaluation and 
comparison of algorithms/sensors

 Off-the-shelf algorithms, with demonstrated performances, to be 
used for research bootstrap and comparison.



  

The RAWSEEDS Activities

 Definition and collection of benchmarks and 
methodologies for the assessment/comparison of 
algorithms for (S)LAM

 Creation of a website from which researchers and 
companies will be able to download these benchmarks, 
contribute new material and communicate with each 
other. 

 Dissemination of knowledge about the RAWSEEDS 
benchmarks and the website

www.rawseeds.org



  

 Use of an extensive sensing suite
 B/W + Color cameras (mono/stereo)
 3D cameras
 LRFs (2D)
 Omnidirectional camera
 Sonars
 GPS and D-GPS
 Other proprioceptives (e.g., odometry,

 IMU)
 Sensors are synchronized and data

acquired at maximum frequency

RAWSEEDS Sensor Suite



  

Benchmarks Problems & Solutions

 Benchmark Problems (BPs) aim at testing algorithms:
 Include detailed description of the task
 Multi-sensor Data Set related to the task
 Evaluation Methodology and Tools

 Benchmark Solutions (BSs) extend BPs with:
 Description of the algorithm for solving the BP and possible 

implementation (src or binary)
 Algorithm output on the BP dataset
 Evaluation (using the BP methodology)



  

Benchmarks Problems & Solutions

 State of the art solutions for the tasks will be provided as 
examples such as:
 Occupancy grids and 2D maps
 Full 3D maps with segments
 Map of features from MONOSLAM

 You can contribute with:
 Discussion on the RAWSEEDS forum 
 The definition of evaluation methodology 
 A solution (BS) for a Benchmark Problem



  

RAWSEEDS Today

 Done with the platform setup
 Indoor
 Outdoor

 Location Selected
 Indoor
 Campus
 Outdoor

 Definition of Ground truth
 Camera Network for Indoor positioning
 RTK-GPS for outdoor position
 Executive design of environments

 First data under validation
 First solutions developed



  

RAWSEEDS Measures

 Localization performance
 Positioning with respect to executive plant & ground truth

 Mapping performance
 Accuracy measured with respect to predefined landmarks

 SLAM performance
 Error in path reconstruction
 Error in positioning before loop closure
 Map accuracy after loop closure
 Localization error in your map for new trajectory

 Suggestions are welcome!



  

Scattered Conclusions (I)

 Ok Simulation, but at some point we need to get real and 
datasets are the easiest way to replicate results

 Benchmarking is nothing without Good Experimental 
Methodologies
 Use publicly available data or provide the data & the solution
 Give all the details about the system and the benchmarking

 Most SLAM numerical results are based on ground truth:
 errors in path reconstruction, 
 errors in environment reconstruction (with the limit of unfair 

comparison of SLAM algorithms using different representations)
 capability of large loop recognition and closure
 large map management



  

Scattered Conclusions (II) 

 Do we care about time? What about online operation?
 “I got this real time  algorithm that gives you a random map in 

zero time. Its quality to time ratio is infinite!” J.D. Tardos
 If we are interested in the set up of a world model to be used by 

the robot why should we care about online? Just drive the robot 
around and after off-line SLAM you are set!

 We should try to compare SLAM algorithms using 
different representations and sensors …
 which is the best representation?
 do we have a real benefit from expensive sensor suites?
 how much a SLAM fancy algorithm improves robot performance?
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